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GROVER

By JOEL FISHBANE

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

# of lines

WIFE ..................................young woman 192
HUSBAND ...........................young man 125
GIBB ..................................wily and odd looking person 84 

of indiscernible race, age, 
or gender

JESS ..................................Husband’s older sister 57
LANDLORD .........................can be played by the same 32 

actor who plays Gibb
POSTAL WORKER ................can be played by the same 21 

actor who plays Jess
GIBB and LANDLORD can be either male or female.

SETTING
Place:  A city.

Time:  The present.

Four settings are represented. A park and a penthouse terrace occupy 
opposite sides of the forestage. The main stage area is split to 
represent a pet shop on one side and a small apartment on the other.

Park:  A park bench is all that is needed for the park set. Some 
shrubbery or a tree may be added to indicate a park.

Pet Shop:  The pet shop has a counter with a cash register, a chair or 
bench, a display stand with pet toys or dog food bags.

Penthouse Terrace:  The penthouse terrace can be indicated by a small 
section of metal fence or a stone wall.

Apartment:  The apartment set should indicate the living room of an 
apartment with a simple comfortable chair, a lamp, and some books.
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GROVER

Prologue
“Strangers in the Park”

LIGHTS UP before the curtain. HUSBAND is sitting on a park bench, 
eating his lunch. WIFE is sitting next to him, reading Love in the Time 
of Cholera.
WIFE:  (To AUDIENCE. HUSBAND is unaware of her speaking.) Once 

upon a time, my husband and I were strangers in the park. Each of 
us was lost in our own little world—his was a bagged lunch, mine 
was Love in the Time of Cholera. Neither of us would have given 
each other a single thought if not for the dog, or rather the two 
dogs, or rather the man with a dog who ran into another man with 
a dog. The two men and their dogs stopped directly in front of us 
to have a chat and these dogs started to merrily sniff each other’s 
rectums, as dogs tend to do. (HUSBAND and WIFE act as if this 
happening in front of them.)

HUSBAND:  (To unseen dog owners.) Do you mind? I’m trying to eat.
WIFE:  (To AUDIENCE.) I don’t know if he was talking to the dogs or to 

the men, but the men gave him a look of disdain, as if the very 
act of speaking had shamed him before the world. Then both dogs 
promptly deflowered the earth. It was exquisite timing on their part, 
like a pair of synchronized swimmers, each squatting and squeezing 
at exactly the same time. Their owners either didn’t notice or didn’t 
care. They shook hands and went their separate ways, leaving me 
and my future husband and the park to contend with the sight and 
the smell of what the dogs had left in their wake.

HUSBAND:  Dogs.
WIFE:  (To HUSBAND.) What did you say?
HUSBAND:  Dogs. I hate them.
WIFE:  So do I. (They smile at each other. To AUDIENCE.) Dogs. In that 

one word he managed to sum up all that was wrong with the world, 
all the pain and trauma and crime and injustice I had ever felt. He 
had taken it all and finally given it a name. Dogs. He hates dogs. 
Which is why, after I kicked him out, I decided to get one. How 
else could I make sure he would stay away? (BLACKOUT. SOUND 
EFFECT:  DOGS BARKING.)

Scene One
“A Hatred of Dogs”

CURTAIN UP on the pet shop. The clerk is GIBB, a wily and odd looking 
person of indiscernible race, age, or gender. WIFE ENTERS. The SOUND 
of DOGS BARKING continues under dialogue.
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GIBB:  Enter all ye lovers of canis lupis familiaris.
WIFE:  I was looking for the pet store.
GIBB:  You don’t speak Latin.
WIFE:  Nobody does.
GIBB:  Oh, it’s making a comeback.
WIFE:  Is that a fact?
GIBB:  You looking for a dog?
WIFE:  I’m looking for something that will annoy my husband.
GIBB:  Not a dog person I take it.
WIFE:  If they went extinct, he would still want to destroy the remains.
GIBB:  I have just the thing.
WIFE:  Nothing too cute or adorable. And nothing that’s going to live 

forever. A month should do it.
GIBB:  A month.
WIFE:  Two at the most.
GIBB:  Ah. You’re not a dog person either.
WIFE:  (Sighs.) It’s what made us such a great couple. But marriages 

cannot survive on hatred alone. At least not a hatred of dogs.
GIBB:  Have you considered fostering?
WIFE:  If I foster a dog, he’ll know I’m not serious. Adoption is forever. 

He’ll see I’ve changed.
GIBB:  But you haven’t.
WIFE:  But he’ll think I have. You’d understand if you’ve ever 

been married.
GIBB:  Oh, I think I understand. And I must confess—though my 

employer will take umbrage with this, because it may cost us 
a sale—I feel it is my duty, no, my obligation to say that my 
conscience is bothered by the notion of selling a dog to a woman 
who doesn’t want one.

WIFE:  But I do want one.
GIBB:  For the wrong reasons. With great dogs comes great 

responsibility.
WIFE:  I don’t need a great dog. I just need something that will annoy 

my husband.
GIBB:  Get a really rich boyfriend.
WIFE:  I don’t want a boyfriend. I don’t want anything to do with men 

for a long time. He’s staying with his sister right now, but he calls 
me every day. He keeps dropping by. I don’t want him dropping by. 
I need him to stay away.
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GIBB:  Perhaps what you need is a lawyer.
WIFE:  You mean get a divorce? I couldn’t. I mean, I could, but I don’t 

know if I should. It’s like smoking. I had to give up smoking in 
order to decide if I wanted to give up smoking, you know, if it was 
something I really wanted. You see?

GIBB:  I don’t think this is the right place for you.
WIFE:  I just don’t know what I want. In the movies, they make marriage 

look like a happy ending. But it’s not an ending. And it’s not always 
happy. He’s always there. He never does the laundry. He goes to 
the office, and I’m the little housewife folding his shirts. Is that 
what I went to university for? I have a degree in molecular biology. 
Is that fair? I ask you, is this a happy ending?

GIBB:  My dear, you have touched my heart. I think I can help.
WIFE:  You mean that?
GIBB:  Now, what I am about to offer you is something unique. 

Normally I would have to discuss it with my employer, but he is out 
of town. I am in charge, and I am going to take advantage of that 
responsibility. I am going to earn his trust.

WIFE:  I don’t need any special treatment. Give me any dog you 
can spare.

GIBB:  If I may, that’s where you’re wrong. You do not need any dog. You 
need a very specific kind of dog. You need a dog that’s fictional.

WIFE:  I don’t think I know that breed. Is that anything like a 
German shepherd?

GIBB:  It can be whatever you want it to be.
WIFE:  I don’t understand.
GIBB:  You’ve been going about this all wrong. You don’t get a dog. You 

simply say that you got a dog and voila… your problems are solved.
WIFE:  You want me to lie. That’s your big solution.
GIBB:  Don’t insult me. A lie is when you say you bought milk even 

though you didn’t. A lie is something common. Accountants 
and shopkeepers tell lies. This is a carefully orchestrated 
campaign designed to promote the existence of an idea that 
isn’t technically true.

WIFE:  Is it legal?
GIBB:  The government’s been doing it for years.
WIFE:  My husband’s very smart. He knows I hate dogs. He wouldn’t 

believe me unless he saw the dog for himself.
GIBB:  Which is why you need us. Think of it as a little side business 

my employer and I run in these troubled times, a bit of a special 
service we offer for select clientele.
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WIFE:  You… you run a service that helps people convince other 
people they own a fake dog?

GIBB:  There’s a man in Vermont whose own mother thinks he runs 
a kennel.

WIFE:  Am I on TV right now?
GIBB:  Clearly I have mistaken you for someone whose problems 

are serious.
WIFE:  No, wait. They are. All right. What exactly do you do?
GIBB:  How do you convince the world that that which does not exist 

actually does? Proof. Evidence. People who will stand up in court 
and swear that they saw you walking your dog.

WIFE:  You can take care of that?
GIBB:  We’ll provide you with everything you could ever need. 

Vaccination records, breeding papers, doctored photographs. We 
will supply a bill of sale that proves you bought the dog from us 
and once a month we’ll send you a supply of amusing anecdotes.

WIFE:  Anecdotes.
GIBB:  You ever meet a dog owner who couldn’t tell you five stories 

about their dog?
WIFE:  How much does all this cost?
GIBB:  There’s a one week free trial. After that, it’s a standard annual 

contract with a modest monthly fee that we charge directly to 
your card.

WIFE:  And I’m really not on TV?
GIBB:  There’s nobody here but us and the poodles. Just start filling 

out these forms.
WIFE:  I think I’ll name him Cujo.
GIBB:  I’m sorry?
WIFE:  My fictional dog. I’m going to say his name is Cujo. Or Terminator. 

Which do you like better?
GIBB:  I’m afraid we have to choose the name. It’s just the way it works.
WIFE:  Oh. Okay. So what’s my new dog’s name?
GIBB:  Grover. (SOUND EFFECT:  THUNDER. LIGHTNING, too, if the 

designer feels adventurous.)
WIFE:  Will you look at that? I think it’s going to rain.
GIBB:  We sell umbrellas, too.
WIFE:  You really specialize in everything, don’t you?
GIBB:  I think you’ll find we’re very diverse. (BLACKOUT.)

End of Scene One
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Scene Two
“Dogs Are a Girl’s Best Friend”

LIGHTS UP on the penthouse terrace a few days later. HUSBAND is 
with his sister, JESS.
HUSBAND:  This was the right idea. Seclusion. Escape. A sandy place 

to bury my head until it’s all gone away.
JESS:  That’s the beauty of a penthouse. In the middle of everything 

and yet miles from nowhere. Getting this place was the best thing 
I ever did. Look at that view.

HUSBAND:  I’m not looking at anything. I’m too busy burying my head. 
(Pause.) Nothing makes sense anymore.

JESS:  What’s that?
HUSBAND:  I said that nothing makes sense.
JESS:  Ancient philosophers used to theorize that the moment we 

understood the universe, it would disappear.
HUSBAND:  Our wedding photos make sense. You look at them, you 

think, “Here is life in a well-ordered world.”
JESS:  Your problem isn’t the world, little brother. It’s her. She’s some 

crazy thing who can’t decide what she wants. Gives the whole 
gender a bad name. You might not believe this, but most of us are 
great people. For some reason, you idiots only like the weird ones. 
They ruin you. And the rest of us have to spend the rest of our lives 
doing damage control.

HUSBAND:  She got a dog.
JESS:  What? Her?
HUSBAND:  Barely been a week, and she gets a dog.
JESS:  I never date anyone who has a dog. I always look at the dog and 

think, “You are my competition. This person will never love me as 
much they love you.”

HUSBAND:  Last night he chewed up the furniture.
JESS:  How do you know?
HUSBAND:  I read it on her blog.
JESS:  She has a blog about her dog?
HUSBAND:  Her dog blog.
JESS:  I think I just threw up a little.
HUSBAND:  I couldn’t understand it. Then I go onto Facebook, and I 

see that her status has changed. Now it says “I am very excited 
about my new dog,” and her profile picture is this little Dachshund, 
yapping in the sun.

JESS:  Clearly a sign to move on.
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HUSBAND:  Something’s not right. She hates dogs.
JESS:  Just let it all go.
HUSBAND:  Do you know she’s already released her Christmas list? 

It’s all chew toys and feeding dishes. I’m not getting a gift for her 
dog. It’s inhuman.

JESS:  Why are you getting her a gift at all?
HUSBAND:  It’s Christmas.
JESS:  You’re a real sap, you know that?
HUSBAND:  Grover.
JESS:  What?
HUSBAND:  The dog’s name is Grover. What kind of stupid name is that?
JESS:  Grover was the name of the 22nd president of the United States.
HUSBAND:  What does that have to do with anything?
JESS:  I’m just saying that it’s presidential.
HUSBAND:  (Takes out his phone.) I’m calling her.
JESS:  Put down the phone.
HUSBAND:  A man has to fight for what he believes in.
JESS:  Even the lost causes?
HUSBAND:  Especially the lost causes. (SOUND EFFECT:  PHONE 

RINGS. LIGHTS UP on the apartment where WIFE is trying to read.)
WIFE:  (Checks the call display, rolls her eyes, and answers.) What?
HUSBAND:  Hi. Uh… hi. Is this a bad time?
WIFE:  Terrible.
HUSBAND:  Are you on your way out?
WIFE:  (Turns a page.) I’m grooming my dog.
HUSBAND:  I see. (To JESS.) She’s grooming her dog.
JESS:  Hang up.
WIFE:  He needs to be brushed all the time.
HUSBAND:  Is that so?
WIFE:  He’s a fighter, but he’s pretty vain. Aren’t you, boy? Aren’t you?
HUSBAND:  How could you get a dog?
WIFE:  Why shouldn’t I get one? Dogs are a girl’s best friend.
HUSBAND:  Diamonds are a girl’s best friend. Dogs are man’s best friend.
WIFE:  It’s a new world. Men can wear tiaras and woman can own 

dogs. By the way, he chewed up your socks.
HUSBAND:  I know. I saw your blog.
WIFE:  You read it. What did you think?
HUSBAND:  I think you hate dogs.
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WIFE:  I guess I’ve changed.
HUSBAND:  We’ll see about that. (Ends the call. BLACKOUT on the 

apartment.) Loan me your car.
JESS:  That sounds like the start of a very bad idea.
HUSBAND:  Car keys.
JESS:  Enough. I’ll tell you what we’re going to do. We are going to 

purge her from your thoughts. You are going to stop stalking her 
on the Internet. You are not going to the house. And tomorrow I am 
going to set you up with one of the girls at the firm.

HUSBAND:  Car. Keys.
JESS:  My car’s in the shop.
HUSBAND:  You are standing in the way of romance.
JESS:  The good sister always protects her brother from himself. 

(BLACKOUT.)
End of Scene Two

Scene Three
“Strangers in the Park”

LIGHTS UP on the park bench. WIFE reads a copy of Dog Fancy.
WIFE:  (To AUDIENCE.) People are amazingly gullible. Everyone knows 

about the Spanish Prisoner. Someone comes to you and says 
he needs help paying the ransom of a wealthy man in Spain. 
You give him money in exchange for the hope of being rewarded 
once the prisoner is freed. In modern times, the prisoner comes 
from Nigeria. And it’s not always a prisoner. Sometimes it’s an 
expensive artifact or a lost suitcase of gold. You pay to secure its 
release. And of course you never hear from the con artist again. 
This is a very old scam. Most people know it for what it is. Yet the 
scam continues, which has to mean that it works, that there are 
enough fools in the world to make it worth the time. People ask 
me about my dog all the time. Not a single person is in doubt. This 
makes me more successful than all the con artists in Nigeria. I 
guess it’s because nobody thinks you would ever lie about owning 
a dog. Those are the best lies. Don’t tell people fantastic stories 
about Spanish prisoners. You have to give them something they 
can believe. My parents sent me money for dog food. Five hundred 
dollars so I could buy Grover something nice. They’re very excited. 
They never liked my husband, so they endorse anything that keeps 
him away. My mother even bought me a subscription to Dog Fancy. 
I feel bad, but I really like the articles. This month’s issue has the 
history of the Dachshund. It’s pretty informative.

HUSBAND:  (ENTERS.) Oh.
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Park bench set:  Park bench.
Pet store set:  Counter with cash register, chair or bench, shelves with 

pet shop inventory.
Penthouse terrace set:  Small metal fence section or stone wall.
Apartment set:  Comfortable chair, lamp, bookcase with books, 

documents.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Prologue: 

Bagged lunch (HUSBAND)
Love in the Time of Cholera book (WIFE)

Scene Two: 
Phone (HUSBAND)
Book, phone (WIFE)

Scene Three: 
Dog Fancy magazine, blue sweater (WIFE)

Scene Four: 
Phone (WIFE)
Sheaf of papers (LANDLORD)

Scene Five: 
“Beware of Dog” sign (HUSBAND)

Scene Six: 
Bagged lunch (HUSBAND)

Scene Seven: 
Boxes (HUSBAND, JESS)

Scene Eight: 
Clipboard, money (GIBB)
Bills (HUSBAND)

Scene Nine: 
Money, ring (HUSBAND)

SOUND EFFECTS
Dogs barking, thunder, phone rings, doorbell.
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DEVELOPMENT HISTORY
Grover won the Georgia Theatre Conference One Act Play Contest 
and received a staged reading at the Georgia Theatre Conference in 
October, 2013. It was subsequently produced at the Arundel Theatre 
Trail Festival in Arundel, United Kingdom, in 2014.
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